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October 2, 2020  


 


U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 


ORCRMeasurement@epa.gov 


 


Subject: Proposed U.S. National Recycling Goals  


 


Dear Sir or Madam:   


 


The Northeast Waste Management Officials’ Association (NEWMOA) appreciates the  


opportunity to comment on the proposed EPA “National Recycling Goals” as published 


on EPA’s website at https://www.epa.gov/americarecycles/us-national-recycling-


goals#potential. We applaud EPA for providing an opportunity for stakeholders to 


comment on this proposal and appreciate your willingness to consider our views. The 


comments outlined below represent the views of NEWMOA’s members. We hope that 


our recommendations will help to improve and clarify EPA’s proposal.  


 


Several years ago, NEWMOA convened a regional Workgroup of state solid waste 


program staff that are responsible for implementing state mandates related to developing, 


collecting, and analyzing sustainable materials management (SMM) measures and data. 


This Workgroup has discussed EPA’s proposal for national recycling goals and helped to 


prepare these comments.  


 


Our current recycling system has faced several challenges in recent years, which 


highlights the need for substantive change in order for the system to remain sustainable. 


With that in mind, there is a need for a comprehensive national recycling strategy to be 


developed. Without an understanding of what the goals of such a national strategy might 


be, it is problematic to be commenting on performance metrics. Our ability to comment 


on the metrics is limited by the lack of context that would be provided by such a national 


strategy, including what the national definition of recycling is; what viable, timely, and 


trackable sources of data are available; and what the capacity and process might be for 


the collection of new data. Given this lack of context, the specific comments on the 


performance measure below are based on several assumptions. 


 


If national recycling goals and measures are to be meaningful, there must be a consistent 


and clear definition of recycling and established expectations on what data states will be 


reporting on. In our experience, states do not consistently count the same activities as 


recycling. For example, some states count composting, use of solid waste as alternative 


daily cover at landfills, waste-to-energy, and other waste management activities as 


recycling. In addition, consideration of how future technologies and activities, such as 


chemical recycling and plastics to fuel, are measured should be standardized nationwide.  


  



http://www.newmoa.org/

mailto:ORCRMeasurement@epa.gov

https://www.epa.gov/americarecycles/us-national-recycling-goals#potential

https://www.epa.gov/americarecycles/us-national-recycling-goals#potential
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Without an EPA definition of what counts as recycling, the implementation of the proposed 


measures at a national level risks being based on inconsistent data sets from the states and 


industry. The inconsistencies in state recycling definitions and data is why NEWMOA has not 


attempted regionalizing the collection and analysis of state or local government recycling data 


from the NEWMOA member states. Attached is a table summarizing the state recycling 


definitions, key metrics, and data sources for the northeast to help with informing your 


deliberations. It illustrates the variety of approaches that are currently employed, even in this 


small region. In our experience, voluntary data available directly from the recycling facilities, is 


usually inconsistent and often not reproducible, and does not always align with state measures. 


Furthermore, we have found that even when required by state authorities, data shared directly 


from the industry can be inconsistent and often not reproducible.  


 


From EPA’s proposal, it is unclear who the Agency plans to rely on as the source or sources of 


recycling data. Although this is not clear in the proposal, we assume that EPA will be seeking 


much of the data to implement the proposed measures from state programs through ReTrac, 


similar to the State Measurement Program. If EPA plans to rely on state environmental agency 


programs, we believe there will need to be much greater emphasis on reaching agreement among 


those agencies on: 


• The definitions of the measures 


• How EPA plans to collect the data from the state programs 


• What EPA plans to do with the data and the associated results 


 


Creating a clear and consistent set of definitions for key recycling terms is critical for any effort 


to compile solid waste data from states. Consistent goals and measures are also key in states’ 


efforts to harmonize municipal, regional, and facility data within their jurisdictions. If EPA plans 


to develop and use models for estimating these measures, we believe those models need to be 


transparent and calibrated using some of the data available from states to assess their validity. 


Another complicating factor is the movement of waste destined for recycling across state lines 


and, therefore, out of the jurisdiction of the authorities in the generators’ original state. 


Addressing the measurement of the recyclables across state lines is an area where EPA could 


assist the state programs. State solid waste programs in the northeast are underfunded and short 


on staff, given the scope of their authorities and responsibilities, especially now under the 


pandemic work restrictions. Funding from EPA to support state solid waste data gathering and 


analysis efforts would be particularly timely now, especially if EPA intends to rely on states as a 


major source of recycling data.   


 


To implement the proposed measures, we believe there would be a need for a clear and 


consistent definition of the waste universe and a methodology for measuring total waste 


generation (i.e., for disposal, reuse, recycling, and organics diversion). Understanding the 


underlying universe of waste is key to being able to understand and implement several of the 


proposed recycling measures. For example, do these measures apply to all solid wastes (i.e., all 


non-hazardous waste), or any of the following specific waste streams: 


• Municipal solid waste (MSW)  


• Institutional, commercial, and industry (ICI) non-hazardous wastes 


• Construction and demolition (C&D) wastes and materials 


• Bulky waste (i.e., appliances, mattresses, carpet, furniture, and large rigid plastic items) 


• Household hazardous waste 
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• Medical waste 


• e-Waste (consumer electronics) 


 


NEWMOA’s members recommend that the EPA develop measures that capture the impacts of 


waste hierarchy activities, including source reduction, reuse, and organics diversion, in addition 


to recycling. However, the relevance of these activities depends on the strategies for which these 


performance metrics are being evaluated against. Many of these activities occur before material 


is sent to an Intermediate Processing Center (IPC)/Material Recovery Facility (MRF) and are, 


therefore, not counted in traditional state-level recycling data. Nevertheless, many state programs 


in the northeast are placing increasing emphasis on these other diversion activities. Efforts to 


reduce waste before it is sent to a processing facility are not captured by EPA’s proposed 


metrics, and the recycling data results will underestimate many of the important waste reduction 


efforts that are underway.   


 


Finally, the rapidly evolving packaging waste stream in the U.S. is increasingly challenging to 


recycle due to changes in materials, packaging structure, and multi-layer packaging. This 


significantly impacts our ability to achieve recycling goals and measure progress in the U.S. We 


believe that any effective national goals and measures need to consider this and reflect the trends 


in the recyclability of packaging. We urge EPA to work with packaging manufacturers to 


promote improved design toward greater recyclability and higher recycled content and to 


develop effective measures that reflect those efforts.  


 


Specific to the proposed measures, and without an understanding of the context from which these 


metrics developed, NEWMOA offers the following comments:  


 


Recycling Rate: Most of NEWMOA’s members have either transitioned from or are in the 


process of transitioning away from using the traditional Recycling Rate measure that EPA has 


proposed. Instead, the state recycling programs in the region prefer to use a measure that 


encompasses all of the top waste hierarchy strategies for solid waste, including source reduction, 


reuse, organics diversion, and recycling. The measure that they have chosen as being the most 


consistent and trackable, is per capita waste disposal for municipal solid waste. This enables our 


programs to evaluate their progress in reducing disposal through use of all of the SMM 


approaches, not just recycling. Because state agencies regulate disposal facilities (including 


landfills, incinerators, and waste-to-energy facilities) and mandate that they provide annual data 


on disposal, the data that agencies collect and analyze on disposal is more accurate and complete 


than the data that agencies collect on recycling. For many years, NEWMOA has gathered and 


compiled state MSW disposal data into a regional report that estimates per capita MSW disposal 


rates for each state. Those reports are available at www.newmoa.org/solidwaste/flow.cfm.   


 


The accuracy of a national recycling rate measure would rely on consistency in identifying the 


source of the disposed materials as well as the source of the recycled materials. For example, 


assuming that residential sources access both disposal and recycling systems similarly, an 


accurate measurement requires identifying/isolating those residential tonnages entering the 


system. Industrial, commercial, and institutional generators are more likely to manage both 


recyclables and solid waste outside of the regulated system (e.g., private contract, “back-haul”, 


internal resources). These wastes are then managed completely outside of state and federal 


regulatory frameworks, and there is often no reporting mandate on the private sector, with any 



http://www.newmoa.org/solidwaste/flow.cfm
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data collected being primarily voluntary. This variability and uncertainty is likely to introduce 


data variations greater than the impact of any policy or program designed to improve a calculated 


“recycling rate”. 


Recycling Access Rate: Many of NEWMOA’s solid waste programs do not collect this data 


from municipalities. Any data for this metric from the northeast states is likely to be anecdotal, 


unless a regulatory/statutory provision either mandates recycling or mandates identification of 


households served. This metric would need to consider curbside, as well as self-throw (self-


service), and private access/subscription services, and state programs generally do not gather 


recycling date from the latter two sources. 


 


Participation Rate: Most of NEWMOA’s solid waste programs do not collect this data from 


municipalities. Any data available to EPA to implement this metric from the northeast is likely to 


be survey/cohort/proxy data as opposed to an actual accounting. State programs in the region 


generally do not require reporting on participation. When tied to a Recycling Access Rate 


measure, the data would be anecdotal in the absence of a mandatory survey/reporting.  


Recycling Jobs: States programs value accurate estimates of the jobs that are associated with 


recycling services and some estimate this impact. Some state programs have reported on this 


metric, particularly to their legislatures. However, data for this proposed measure would have to 


be provided to EPA by the recycling industry on a voluntary basis. As such, clear definitions and 


boundaries would be needed to avoid inconsistencies in the information provided by the various 


recycling service providers across the U.S.  


 


Capture Rate: This is very difficult to measure or even estimate accurately. In the Northeast, we 


do not know the quantity of recyclable materials entering the marketplace. Additionally, we 


would need to identify the portion that was accepted by consumers, which portion was returned 


to the manufacturer/distributor, and which portion was disposed of or managed for recycling 


purposes. We believe that the voluntary sources of this data would be highly variable.   


 


Recyclables Landfilled: In the Northeast, a significant portion of waste is disposed through 


incineration and waste-to-energy facilities in addition to landfills. The following are some 


examples from a few states: 


• Massachusetts: in 2019, 77 percent of MSW that went to in-state disposal went to 


municipal waste combustors and 23 percent to landfills 


• Maine: from 2012 to 2017, approximately 27 percent of MSW went to landfills and 


approximately 63 percent went to waste-to-energy 


• New York: in 2018, approximately 19 percent of MSW that went to in-state disposal 


went to municipal waste combustors and approximately 81 percent to landfills  


If this proposed measure is to be meaningful for the Northeast, it should focus on all of the waste 


that is disposed of, including landfilled and incinerated waste. Many of NEWMOA’s member 


periodically conduct waste characterization studies, which could be helpful in assessing this 


metric. Not all states undertake these studies however, and there are some inconsistencies in the 


methodologies that are used, making this data problematic to interpret on a regional or national 


level. In our experience, landfills do not sufficiently characterize and report on their incoming 
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waste loads for the purpose of this proposed measure, and it is unclear what other proposed 


sources of data there might be.  


 


Curbside Contamination, MRF In-bound Contamination, and Residual Rate: In our 


experience, these are essentially the same because residue/contamination is typically only 


measured as outgoing residue from an IPC/MRF. These facilities may not assess contamination 


of inbound materials, and any curbside contamination estimate would require a waste 


composition study of bins to derive a proxy value. EPA could rely on audits of random samples 


of inbound recyclables at a sample of MRFs around the U.S.  


 


NEWMOA believes that EPA’s proposed measures of contamination do not capture information 


on the state and local educational efforts underway to help residents, institutions, and businesses 


reduce contamination. State and local environmental agencies have dedicated considerable 


resources to these educational efforts, particularly for the last several years due to National 


Sword impacts. Waste authorities and experts have identified the need to generate quality 


commodities domestically as "the" most positive action to undertake to mitigate this global 


crisis. Recycling education is at the forefront of these efforts. Any consideration of activities that 


minimize curbside contamination must incorporate a robust public recycling outreach strategy 


and, as such, education should be included as a measure. EPA could also compare local 


contamination rates against the national average rate and assess what is being done in the 


locations that are successful at reducing contamination to ascertain what is working.  


 
Capacity Utilization Rate: Implementation of this measure would rely on accurate capacity data 


from facilities who may consider that information to be confidential business information (CBI). 


Note that total capacity could be limited by staffing as opposed to design throughput, or by the 


disposition of potential (i.e., un-utilized/deactivated) processing space and equipment. We 


believe that capacity is a business decision, as opposed to a comprehensive solid waste system 


performance decision. 
 


Processing Cost: In our experience, these costs are set by contracts and can be CBI, particularly 


for ICI and other private generators (i.e., not municipalities). 


 


Recycled Commodity Quality: We believe that this measure could be subjective and dependent 


on the end markets and intended uses. Also, note that the measure is outside of most state and 


local regulatory programs’ authority. 


 


Domestic Utilization and Commodity Value: In our experience, data for implementing these 


measures could be CBI. Access to data on commodity prices is key to implementing a 


commodity value measure. In addition, the commodity value of competing virgin materials is a 


key factor in diminishing the value of for recyclable commodities and is not considered in EPA’s 


proposal. With the planned expansion of new plastic manufacturing facilities in the U.S., the 


competitive pricing for recycled materials is expected to be a major factor in the recycled 


materials market. Access to data on commodity prices is key to implementing a commodity 


value measure.   


 


Recycled Content: NEWMOA is very interested in improved data on the recycled content of 


products and packaging. We are working on a regional initiative to stimulate recycling markets 
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by promoting increased post-consumer recycled content in containers and packaging. Again 


though, implementation of this measure would involve voluntary cooperation by manufacturers 


of targeted products and packaging, and it is unclear what the consistency and reproducibility of 


this data might be. Furthermore, we believe a certification system to verify statements about the 


amount of recycled content in products is key to ensuring that they are credible.  


 


In summary, NEWMOA’s members generally support the concept of national recycling goals 


and measures. However, we strongly believe that the development and implementation of any 


goals and measures for solid waste recycling must develop from a comprehensive strategy and be 


closely coordinated with the state programs that are responsible for implementing recycling 


activities. This presentation of potential key recycling metric is an important step toward the 


creation of a more uniform approach, and we appreciate the opportunity to comment at this point 


in time. We would welcome the opportunity to continue this work with EPA to improve and 


implement SMM measures and further develop the national dialogue.  


 


NEWMOA is a non-profit, non-partisan interstate association that was established by the 


governors of the New England states as an official interstate regional organization, in accordance 


with Section 1005 of the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), to 


coordinate in interstate hazardous and solid waste activities. The organization was formally 


recognized by the U.S. EPA in 1986. NEWMOA membership is composed of the state 


environment agency programs that address pollution prevention, toxics use reduction, 


sustainability, materials management, hazardous waste, solid waste, emergency response, waste 


site cleanup, underground storage tanks, and related environmental challenges in Connecticut, 


Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont. 


NEWMOA provides a strategic forum for effectively solving environmental problems through 


collaborative regional initiatives that advance pollution prevention and sustainability, promote 


safer alternatives to toxic materials in products, identify and assess emerging contaminants, 


facilitate adaptation to climate change, mitigate greenhouse gas sources, promote reuse and 


recycling of wastes and diversion of organics, support proper management of hazardous and 


solid wastes, and facilitate clean-up of contaminant releases to the environment. For more 


information on NEWMOA, visit www.newmoa.org.  


 


NEWMOA appreciates your consideration of the concerns and suggestions outlined in this letter. 


Terri Goldberg, NEWMOA’s Executive Director, will be happy to discuss next steps. She can be 


reached by email (tgoldberg@newmoa.org) or by telephone (617-367-8558 x302).   


 


Sincerely, 


 
Mike Hastry, NJ DEP  


NEWMOA FY 2021 Chair  



http://www.newmoa.org/






Definitions of Recycling & Key Metrics: Northeast States 
Prepared by NEWMOA 


September 30, 2020  


Source: NEWMOA’s Sustainable Materials Management Measurement Workgroup  


   
 


State   


 


Recycling Definition  


 


Key Metric/s 


Sources of Data (Who Provides 


Data) 


Connecticut  ‘‘Recycle’’ for the purposes of sections 


22a-24lb-1 to 22a-24lb-4, inclusive, of 


the Regulations of Connecticut State 


Agencies means to separate or divert an 


item or items from the solid waste 


stream for the purposes of processing it 


or causing it to be processed into a 


material product, including the 


production of compost, in order to 


provide for disposition of the item or 


items in a manner, other than 


incineration or landfilling, which will 


best protect the environment. Nothing 


in this definition shall preclude the use 


of waste oil as fuel in an oil burner. 


See: Conn. Gen. Stat. 22a-241b (2012) 


Tons Processed (disposed) at 


Resource Recovery (Waste to 


Energy) 


Ash Disposal 


Tons MSW Disposed to Landfill 


Tons Curbside Recycling Received 


Tons Recyclables Marketed 


C&D Processing and Disposal 


 


Municipal metrics provided under 


separate cover 


 


 


Regulated Facilities 


Municipal Programs 


 


Maine "Recycle” and “Recycling" means the 


collection, separation, recovery and 


sale or reuse of materials that would 


otherwise be disposed of or processed 


as waste or the mechanized separation 


of waste, other than through 


combustion, and the creation and 


recovery of reusable materials other 


than as a fuel for the generation of 


electricity. 


  



https://eregulations.ct.gov/eRegsPortal/Browse/getDocument?guid=%7bA0A3E155-0200-C0E8-B68F-3D76D12F43ED%7d





See: 06-096 CMR Chapter 400.1.Og 


(2015) 


Massachusetts Recycle means to recover materials or 


by-products which will be: (a) Reused; 


or (b) Used as an ingredient or a 


feedstock in an industrial or 


manufacturing process to make a 


marketable product; or (c) Used in a 


particular function or application as an 


effective substitute for a commercial 


product or commodity. Recycle does 


not mean to recover energy from the 


combustion of a material or to create a 


fuel. Recycle does not include 


composting or conversion 


See: 310 CMR 19.006 (2016) 


Primary Solid Waste Master Plan 


goal is statewide disposal reduction.  


In current, 2020 Plan, goal is to 


reduce disposal from 6,550,000 tons 


in 208 to 4,550,000 tons by 2020.  


There is a longer-term goal to 


reduce disposal to 650,000 tons by 


2050. 


 


The proposed goal in the Draft 2030 


Solid Waste Master Plan is to 


reduce disposal from about 5.7 


million tons in 2018 to 4.0 million 


tons by 2030.  There is also a 


proposed goal to reduce disposal to 


570,000 tons by 2050.   


 


MassDEP does not calculate 


statewide recycling tonnage nor a 


statewide recycling rate. 


Solid waste facilities – landfills, 


combustion facilities and solid 


waste transfer stations.  Data on 


waste export to facilities in other 


states is checked with state DEPs 


in those states or sometimes direct 


with facilities in other states. 


 


Municipal data is gathered through 


a self-reported annual survey 


(Recycling and Solid Waste 


Survey). 


New 


Hampshire 


“Recyclable materials” means 


“recyclable materials” as defined in 


RSA 149-M:4, XIX, namely “materials 


that can be used to produce marketable 


goods, including but not limited to 


separated clear and colored glass, 


aluminum, ferrous and nonferrous 


metals, plastics, corrugated cardboard, 


motor vehicle batteries, tires from 


motor vehicles, and paper.” The term 


does not include: 


2019 Biennial Solid Waste Report 


(https://www.des.nh.gov/organizatio


n/commissioner/pip/publications/do


cuments/r-wmd-19-02.pdf) 


 


Contains information on per capita 


disposal, projected waste disposal 


needs and capacity, and state and 


regional trends. 


Permitted solid waste facilities – 


landfills, processing/treatment, 


collection/storage/transfer. 


 


Data is gathered through Annual 


Facility Reports submitted by each 


permitted solid waste facility. 



https://www.maine.gov/dep/waste/rules/index.html

https://www.maine.gov/dep/waste/rules/index.html

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2016/08/tx/310cmr19.pdf

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/pip/publications/documents/r-wmd-19-02.pdf

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/pip/publications/documents/r-wmd-19-02.pdf

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/pip/publications/documents/r-wmd-19-02.pdf





(a) Hazardous waste, hazardous air 


pollutants, and other waste not 


regulated as solid waste, as identified in 


Env-Sw 101.03; 


(b) Waste identified as non-reusable in 


Env-Sw 900, including asbestos and 


infectious waste; and 


(c) Wastes from an unspecified 


production or generation process, such 


as municipal solid waste incinerator ash 


and contaminated soils or absorbent 


media. 


“Recycling” means “recycling” as 


defined by RSA 149-M:4, XX, namely 


“the collection, storage, processing and 


redistribution of recyclable materials.” 


The term excludes the redistribution of 


recyclable materials for any purpose 


constituting disposal as defined in RSA 


149-M:4, VI, incineration or another 


purpose not directly related to the 


production of certified waste-derived 


products. 


See: RSA 149-M:4; New Hampshire 


Code of Administrative Rules, Env-Sw 


100 


 


New Jersey "Recyclable material" means those 


materials which would otherwise 


become solid waste, and which may be 


collected, separated or processed and 


returned to the economic mainstream in 


the form of raw materials or products; 


  



https://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/X/149-M/149-M-mrg.htm

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-sw100.pdf

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-sw100.pdf

https://www.des.nh.gov/organization/commissioner/legal/rules/documents/env-sw100.pdf





See: N.J. Stat. Ann. 13:1E-99.12 


(2013) 


New York 6 CRR-NY 


360.2(a) (220) Recyclable means a 


component of waste which exhibits the 


potential to be recycled. 


 


6 CRR-NY 


360.2(a) (224) Recycle means the series 


of activities by which recyclables are 


collected, sorted, processed, and 


converted into raw materials or used in 


the production of new products, or, in 


the case of organic recyclables, used 


productively for soil improvement. 


This term excludes thermal treatment 


(other than anaerobic digestion) or the 


use of waste as a fuel substitute or for 


energy production, alternate operating 


cover, or within the footprint of a 


landfill. 


 


See: 6 NYCRR Part 360 Series 


https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Docum


ent/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a2


80b?viewType=FullText&originationC


ontext=documenttoc&transitionType=


CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.D


efault) 


As was discussed in the state solid 


waste management plan, 


titled Beyond 


Waste (http://www.dec.ny.gov/chem


ical/41831.html), the state’s ultimate 


goal is to reduce the amount of 


material disposed through 


landfilling or through municipal 


waste combustion. Reduction can 


come as a result of many activities 


and recycling is only one of them. 


Reduction in the amount of waste 


disposal is also achieved through 


waste prevention efforts by 


manufactures and generators as well 


as through the reuse of materials. In 


addition, recycling percentages 


alone do not account for any 


increase or decrease in the total 


amount of waste generated. Because 


of these considerations and others, 


as outlined in Beyond Waste, the 


Department has shifted focus to the 


state’s per capita disposal rate as our 


benchmark metric.  


Recycling Data is provided to NYS 


DEC by recycling facilities in their 


annual report, which is due March 


1 of each year. 



https://law.justia.com/codes/new-jersey/2013/title-13/section-13-1e-99.12/

https://law.justia.com/codes/new-jersey/2013/title-13/section-13-1e-99.12/

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/Id4d607ebdfe911e7aa6b9b71698a280b?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)





Rhode Island "Recycling" means the reuse or 


remanufacture of recovered resources 


in manufacturing, agriculture, power 


production or other processes. 


"Recyclable material" means any 


material listed as a recyclable material 


in the Rhode Island “Rules and 


Regulations for Reduction and 


Recycling of Municipal Solid Waste”, 


Subchapter 20 Part 2 of this Chapter 


and the “Rules and Regulations for 


Reduction and Recycling of 


Commercial and Non-Municipal 


Residential Solid Waste”, Subchapter 


20 Part 1 of this Chapter or the Rhode 


Island Battery Deposit and Control 


Regulations, or oil subject to the hard-


to-dispose-of tax as stated in R.I. Gen. 


Laws Chapter 37-15.1 


See: 


http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes


/TITLE23/23-19/23-19-5.HTM 


https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/fi


les/2020-


03/2019%20Municipal%20Summar


y%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%


2020200331.pdf 


 


 


Vermont "Recycle" means the process of 


utilizing solid waste for the production 


of materials or products but shall not 


include processing solid waste to 


produce energy or fuel products. 


Per capita disposal rate is required; 


per capita diversion rate is 


recommended by not required. 


https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/fil


es/wmp/SolidWaste/Documents/SW


IP-disposal-data-guidance-4-20.pdf 


Facilities managing MSW report 


on a quarterly basis on acceptance 


and transfer of materials, while 


non-MSW facilities report on an 


annual basis in January. Solid 


Waste Management Entities 


(https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-


management/solid/local-districts) 


report per-capita disposal rates to 


VT DEC once a year. DEC 


compiles an annual Diversion and 



http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE23/23-19/23-19-5.HTM

http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE23/23-19/23-19-5.HTM

https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/2019%20Municipal%20Summary%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%2020200331.pdf

https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/2019%20Municipal%20Summary%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%2020200331.pdf

https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/2019%20Municipal%20Summary%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%2020200331.pdf

https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/2019%20Municipal%20Summary%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%2020200331.pdf

https://www.rirrc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/2019%20Municipal%20Summary%20Detailed%20with%20Charts%2020200331.pdf

https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/files/wmp/SolidWaste/Documents/SWIP-disposal-data-guidance-4-20.pdf

https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/files/wmp/SolidWaste/Documents/SWIP-disposal-data-guidance-4-20.pdf

https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/files/wmp/SolidWaste/Documents/SWIP-disposal-data-guidance-4-20.pdf

https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-management/solid/local-districts

https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-management/solid/local-districts





Disposal report based on the 


facility reports there is typically a 


one-year delay between facility 


reporting and state publication of 


the statewide summary data 


(https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-


management/solid/publications-


and-reports)  


 



https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-management/solid/publications-and-reports

https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-management/solid/publications-and-reports

https://dec.vermont.gov/waste-management/solid/publications-and-reports



